Computer-assisted motivating rehabilitation (CAMR) for institutional, home, and educational late stroke programs.
Based on our results during the last 25 years, we are developing late stroke computer-assisted motivating rehabilitation (CAMR) for the upper extremity. Evidence has been accumulating that functional gains are possible even many years after the damage. However, postacute rehabilitation must be motivating and related to real-life functional activities, or it may fail to enlist active participation. With CAMR programs, such as briefly reported here, instead of exercise, the patient is engaged in a game (e.g., ping-pong); instead of concentrating on the specific movements, he/she is concentrating on the game and the movements become subconscious. Patients, even those who initially consider that they cannot accomplish the task, show interest and improvement, and functional recovery appears to be extended beyond the specific movements that are being practiced. CAMR is also suitable for late functional reorganization programs in an educational model.